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When I was a kid, every summer we’d drive down 
to the Jersey Shore. Used to ride the Star Jet 
at the SeaSide boardwalk.  

Sri Lanka, 2004. I’d never seen 
devastation like this. Not 
even in pictures. 

Entire villages wiped out. 
250,000 people dead. 

The real tragedy: so much of 
it was preventable.

It was the first big tsunami in 30 years. The tide recedes after 
that first wave, revealing acres of beautiful coral reef. 

The people came down to the 
beach, mesmerized, watching, 
collecting seashells.

No one told them. That was just the prologue. 

Went back last spring. 

Girl named Sandy beat me to it.

I’m like the CSI of extreme events. If there’s a 
hurricane or a tsunami, I’m there. 

I hop on an airplane with a team of researchers. 
Grab my field clothes, my survey rods and a side 
of beef jerky. 

Every disaster site tells a story—if you only 
know where to look. 



I take this code and I run it on the USC 
supercomputer—fifth fastest in the world.

I can simulate down to a matter of feet how 
a tsunami off Alaska moves across the entire 
Pacific Ocean. What happens when a 30-foot 
tsunami with a force of a 300 mph tornado 
comes screaming into the Port of Los Angeles. 

I was in New Orleans after Katrina. Part of the 
forensics team—I had to re-create the effects of a 
monster storm, find out why the levies failed.

They gave me a medal and built a wall. 

Today, the Lake Borgne Surge Barrier is the great wall 
of defense for the Crescent City. 

My favorite character in The Lord of 
the Rings is Aragorn. The Ranger.  

About the Indian Ocean tsunami (2004). About Katrina (2005).

About Chile (2010).

About Japan (2011). 

About Sandy (2012). 

He’s the anonymous guy who keeps the 
Shire safe. The shield in the darkness.

There’s a cluster of extreme events happening right 
now. Some things we won’t see again for generations.

We have a window of 10 years. To 
learn. To plan. To remember. 

After that, we forget.

My weapons are computer code. COUL Wave. With it, 
I can describe things no human can imagine. 



I can tell architects and city planners how to save lives. 

Why this row of buildings still stands. And why four 
rows back, these are utterly destroyed.

1700 A.D. The Indians told stories about the ocean 
rising like a monster and devouring the land. 

Unlike Aragorn, my opponent is not evil. It’s hard to 
fight something that COVERS 3/4 OF YOUR planet.

But our window is closing. And I’ve got work to do.   

We’ve found evidence today of an earthquake and giant waves 
that seemed inconceivable. Until Japan, that is. Until Fukushima. 
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